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Evolving from a set of used percussion samples, this library was thoroughly created using Xfer Records' custom sample creator tool. The tool is very easy to use, once you have created an instrument in the main screen, you can drag the instrument shape to a sample track, drag the start and end points of the sample to edit its length, click the start button to play the sample
and press Escape to save the patch, with that done, you can add any other sample to the track and edit the start and stop points as you wish. We’ve included the manual should you need any help. The sampler can be used from multiple playing modes, i.e. play it and hold the key down for four seconds and it plays perfectly. The name of this library is "Mangal Vani", which is
Indian mythology term for the earth. This library aims to add diversity to traditional Kontakt library offering. The pitches are from 02:00-06:00. Link: String Controllers by Rosegarden Users Rosegarden Users Inc. has released a new free collaborative software project: String Controllers. The string controller is a MIDI controller for playing string instruments. A string instrument

is a type of instrument in which the strings produce sounds and without any mechanical parts. Though string instruments are usually associated with modern music (the violin is most famous, but also guitars, violas, cellos, etc.), many instruments that use strings come from folk music genres, like zither, sitar and kantele (like in these examples). The String Controllers are
Kontakts orchestra controllers that can play any string instrument. Kontakt is a third-party plug-in for Microsoft Windows and is mainly used to play samples or loops. The Kontakt software allows users to record their own sounds and play it on the computer and on the World Wide Web. The String Controllers are a collective of strings instrument controllers programmed in the
Kontakt environment and opensource. The controllers include piano, guitar, cello, violin and string instruments for an infinite number of possibilities. Listen to the String Controllers demo, which includes a piano roll and 1/8 track demonstration of the string instruments. The Controllers are included in the Rosegarden 5.0 release and the String Controllers software is licensed

under the Creative Commons Zero license. The Rosegarden Users Inc. team has released a demo version for download, which is a 30-day evaluation version of Rosegarden 5.0. So check out the Demo version of the string controllers. The Strings Controllers are expected to be fully released in the next version of Rosegarden, version 5.1.
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Link: Free Small Loops by Soundethers FREE DOWNLOAD – Kid-friendly This is a fantastic free Kontakt library that is perfect for kids, toddlers, babies, and beginners! It comes with 22 presets that you can customize and save. You get the normal engine along with four pages of parameters to tweak your sounds. Main effect engine, where you can add pitch, delay, distortion,
reverb, chorus and echo. Flanger and reverb are available in separate pages. Kontakt Oriental Library Torrent Link: Free Custom Loops by Soundethers FREE DOWNLOAD – Kid-friendly This is a fantastic free Kontakt library that is perfect for kids, toddlers, babies, and beginners! It comes with a rich collection of content and comes bundled with a robust mixer that makes it

easy to just hit the sound out of the box. This Kontakt instrument offers a rich and realistic virtual synthesizer, with four pages of parameters that you can tweak and save. If you are looking for the ultimate toy to learn or master loops, this is a free pack that comes loaded with loop material from the finest producers at Soundethers. It comes with a collection of custom loops
for every instrument including guitars, pianos, basses, and almost everything in between. This is a must have and a great way for kids to discover their creativity. Link: Free Multi-Layered Vocal Effects by Sonuscore This FREE Kontakt library offers you 4 vocal layers which can be stacked or looped independently. This makes it possible to create one of the most awesome
choirs ever. The library offers 3 mod, and you can also increase the timing sensitivity to be as slow as 4 seconds for the more precise selection of notes, and fast for a more random selection of notes. You also have an Accent and Modulated algorithm to increase or decrease the amount of volume modulation. This makes it easier for the vocalist to play over the choirs.
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